
5. Solitons collapse to vortex pairs near the surface
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Overall trajectory of vortices
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We will discuss…..
1-1. Phase diagram

1-2. Critical velocity of vortex nucleation

1-3. Divergence of nucleation time in a critical region



reconnection of vortices nucleation of solitons nucleation of multi vortex
dipole

no nucleation of vortices
and solitons

1-1. Phase diagram    :Oscillation amplitude
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1-2. Critical velocity of vortex nucleation

The candidates of the critical velocity are

Sound velocity

Velocity due to the quantized circulation
(     : Quantized circulation,  L: Size of the potential)
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Sound velocity is not good.
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The sound velocity does not include any information of the
potential. Actually,                          in our case, but the
numerical simulation gives                                     .
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K. Sasaki et al., PRL104, 150404(2010)

The critical velocity is found to be
dependent on the size of the
potential by the numerical
simulation of the dc motion of a
potential.
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The other velocity is not good either.
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The velocity       does not include any information of the
fluid. Actually,                          in our case, but the numerical
simulation gives                                     .
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The critical velocity should depend
on the properties of the fluid such as
ξ.

B. Jackson et al, Phys. Rev. A 61, 051603 (2000)
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We propose a new expression including both L and ξ.
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Our numerical results of                                 gives α=11~19.
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The potential gets effectively fat with the boundary layer of  αξ.
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1-3. Divergence of nucleation time in a critical region
If we consider some analogy with the
dynamical critical phenomena, we
should expect the divergence of some
characteristic time in the critical
region.

The nucleation time τ diverges
in the critical region near      .
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Divergence of the nucleation time for uniform
motion of the potential is reported by
C. Huepe, M. E. Brachet,  Physica D140, 126(2000).
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Multi-component BECs are
rich stages for exotic instability
and vortex structures!

2-2. Counterflow of two-component BECs: two-component quantum
turbulence
  H. Takeuchi, S. Ishino, M. Tsubota, Phys. Rev. Lett.105, 205301(2010),
Phys. Rev. A (in press)
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Vortex lattices in rotating two-component BECs
Triangular lattices

Square lattices

|ψ1|2 |ψ2|2

Triangle

Square

x

cross section |ψ1|2 |ψ2|2

K. Kasamatsu, MT, M. Ueda, PRL91,
150406 (2003)



Superfluid
Normal fluid

Heat

BEC 1
BEC 2

Thermal counter flow

Counterflow of two-component BECs

When the relative velocity exceeds some critical value, the superfluid
becomes turbulent.

When the relative velocity exceeds some critical value, two
BECs are expected to become unstable and turbulent.

Motivation



Two-component GP model

：intracomponent interaction

：intercomponent interaction

The mixture is stable.

BEC１
BEC２



：intracomponent interaction

：intercomponent interaction

The mixture is stable.

BEC１
BEC２

The large relative velocity should
make it unstable.

However,

Two-component GP model

Ref. V. I. Yukalov and E. P. Yukalova, Laser Phys. Lett. 1, 50 (2004)



Linearizing：

The coupled Gross-Pitaevskii Eq.
① Linearizing the GPE

←Steady state with flow

Bogoliubov excitation

Instability analysis based on the BdG equations (1)



We consider the frame with VG = 0.

：Relative velocity

The Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations

with

② Obtaining the dispersion of the excitations

and

We assume the symmetric case of  m1=m2=m, n1=n2=n, g11=g22=g.
When V1 = - V2, we can obtain the dispersion analytically.

Instability analysis based on the BdG equations (2)



Dimensionless dispersion

The parameters are the relative velocity VR and the interaction  γ.

Coherence length

Sound velocity

③ Obtaining the dispersion of the excitations

Instability analysis based on the BdG equations (3)



Condition of the instability

④ Condition of dynamical instability

(A) (B)
:

Instability analysis based on the BdG equations (4)



Critical velocity

⑤ Unstable region in the phase space

Instability analysis based on the BdG equations (5)
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Condition of the instability



Direction of flow

Density Phase

Results （One-dimension）
, ,



Phase

Flow direction

x xGray solitons

, ,
Results

Density

（One-dimension）



Density Phase

Results （two-dimension）
Flow direction, ,



Density Phase

Flow direction

The solitons decay to vortex pairs 
through snake instability.

Results （two-dimension）
, ,



3D 2-component QT

Flow direction
Solitons → Vortex loops → QT

,,



Flow direction

The unstable mode is
amplified to lead to the
disk-shaped low density
regions.

Scenario to turbulence (1)

,,

Isosurface of



Vortex rings are
nucleated inside the low
density regions.

,,

Vortex core of 
component 1

Scenario to turbulence (2)

Flow direction

Isosurface of



The vortices expand and
grow.

,,

Scenario to turbulence (3)

Flow direction
Vortex core of 
component 1

Isosurface of



The vortices expand to
reconnect with other
vortices.

,,

Scenario to turbulence (4)

Flow direction
Vortex core of 
component 1

Isosurface of



Eventually the vortices
become tangled.

,,

Scenario to turbulence (5)

Flow direction
Vortex core of 
component 1

Isosurface of



momentum exchange
t

J’ L

Scenario to turbulence

Expansion of a ring means “phase slippage”.

0                 12.2              12.8             13.3             13.8               26.0



momentum exchange
t

J’ L

The mutual friction between two
condensates exchange momentum

between them to reduce their
relative motion.

Scenario to turbulence



Scenario to binary quantum turbulence



Relation VLD ∝ vR
2

In thermal counterflow, the steady state sustains the relation

                        .   Our binary QT does too.



Why is binary QT interesting?

We know one-component QT obeys
the Kolmogorov law(K41).

M. Kobayashi, MT,  J. Phys. Soc. Jpn. 74, 3248 (2005)

What happens to two-component QT?

• By changing g12, we can control their coupling.

• By considering the unsymmetric case g11≠g22, we can
consider the coupling of different QTs.     etc.



How to make counterflow of two BECs
Two BECS with different
internal freedom are trapped.



Two BECS with different
internal freedom are trapped.

One condensate is moved
under a magnetic field
gradient.

How to make counterflow of two BECs



Two BECS with different
internal freedom are trapped.

One condensate is moved
under a magnetic field
gradient.

How to make counterflow of two BECs

By reversing the field gradient,
two condensates collide.

??
Exp.:  C. Hamner et al., PRL106, 065302(2011)

-Dark-bright soliton trains-



In a trapped BEC（One-dimension）

Stable case

They are not
interactive.



Momentum

In a trapped BEC（One-dimension）



In a trapped BEC（One-dimension）

Unstable case



Momentum

In a trapped BEC（One-dimension）

They are so interactive
that they exchange
momentum.



3. Prospects (1)
For all models

2563 (Kobayashi and Tsubota)

→ 20483 (Machida)

Revealing the energy spectrum
and the dissipation at zero
temperature

Spectrum would obey the Kolmogorov law
in the inertial range.

• How is the spectrum of the Kelvin- wave
cascade?

• What happens between the Kolmogorov and
Kelvin-wave cascades?  Bottleneck

• How does the energy flows from the large
scales to smaller scales?



Prospects (2)
For all models

Understanding the coupled turbulence of superfluid
and normal fluid

•What determines the onset of turbulence?

• How is the energy spectrum?  etc.

■Vortex filament model + Navier-Stokes equation

■GP equation + Navier-Stokes equation

■HVBK model



Prospects (3)
 For GP model

How to cause instability and make QT in a trapped BEC.

How to observe and identify QT in trapped BEC.

QT in multi-component or spinor BECs.



In turning off the trapping potential, a usual BEC cloud
expands reversing its aspect ratio because of uncertainty
principle. However, a turbulent cloud expands keeping the
aspect ratio. Why?
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Criterion of turbulence in a trapped BEC  Henn et al., PRL103, 045301(2009)


